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Evaluate Project Location vs.
Available Mapping
• Use Orndorff & Daniels’ general maps along with local
geology maps where available to predict “relative risk”.
• Use VDMME interactive geologic mapping tool
https://www.dmme.virginia.gov/webmaps/DGMR/ and
then run a lit search on mapping unit names x your
location
• Detailed mapping may not be available for all areas, but
it’s better than “digging blind”!
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Use the map
unit key to ID
your unit and
then run a
google search
with that
formation name
and local
county and/or
regional names
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Example of a publication
with more detailed
information on geologic
units.
If you’re in luck, you’ll
be over a USGS quad
that has been recently
mapped (or one nearby)
and has supporting
information like this
available.
Ask a geologist for help
in interpreting their
lingo, particularly
depositional setting,
paleoenvironment
interpretations.

Description of Shirly Fm
from Johnson & Berquist
(1989):
What are you looking for?
• Estuarine/tidal flat or
marsh is described as
paleoenvironment of
deposition
• Fine/clay and silty
textures
• Mention of pyrite or
pyritic
• Black colors in finer
textured sediments
• High in organics and/or
peats
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Soil and/or Geologic Borings
• Look at colors: Munsell color values > 3.5 with
Chroma > 2.0 are unlikely to still contain
significant sulfides. However, this assumes you
are seeing a uniform color pattern.
• The contact between overlying oxidized
materials and underlying reactive materials is
often marked by bright red/orange “mottles”
or thin bands of hard “iron stone”.
• Look for jarosite or other salts
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Working with field
geologists to get
accurate information
on (a) Munsell colors
and (b) color
variegations and
patterns, and (C)
presence of intact Festone or other abrupt
changes can really
help in diagnosing
sulfidic potentials.
Whenever possible,
ask the geologist to ID
the formation name
and/or age!
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Sampling Protocol for “Risky Areas”
• Run total S on all intact strata that are gray/dark
and/or less than chroma 2 color. This test should also
be run on any mixed fill/strongly variegated red/gray
materials, even if brightly colored. Just request “totalS”; should be ~$15.
• Sample to determine changes in depth within a given
strata. Also need to sort out lateral variability if
multiple cores/locations are available.
• If total-S is > 0.20%, run potential acidity.

Options for Potential Acidity
• Commercial Labs – Many commercial labs
working with the mining industry run the
standard EPA “acid base accounting” for ~ $50
to $100. Separating out S-forms costs more.
• Virginia Tech – We run PPA test for $50 and
ABA for $65. Includes drying/grinding. We
prefer samples to be run at commercial labs
when/where feasible.
• UK runs the same PPA test for ~$40
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Example of ABA from a reputable commercial lab that includes Munsell
color, HCL reaction and soil/water pH data.

Other Field Tests for ASS
• 30% H2O2 “Fizz Test” – Can be highly predictive for reactive
sulfides. Even materials with 0.2 to 0.3% sulfide can give a violent
frothing reaction. Industrial reagent (not available to public) and
must be handled with care (goggles/gloves, etc.).
Subject to potential “false positives” due to humus and Mn
oxides which will also fizz to variable extent.
• 10% HCL “Fizz Test” – Routinely used by geologists and soil
scientists to test for reactive carbonates (neutralizers).
• pHFox test – Difference between soil/water pH values before/after
treatment with 30% peroxide. Can be quite accurate for ID of acidforming materials, but will not prescribe the needed liming rate.
• We have strong evidence from a 300+ sample set from black shales
that these tests in combination with color and hardness can be >85%
predictive for ID of strongly acid-forming materials.
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